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CHAPTER 1 
 

 
New resident Bunny Ace was trapped between a dolly stacked with 
cardboard boxes and me, Cassie Hall, the daytime concierge as we rode in 
the elevator to the Parkstone’s 12th floor. I leaned against the elevator wall 
to make myself as unremarkable as possible while Bunny fidgeted with 
her wedding ring as if there were a slew of other places she’d rather be.  

“Cassie, we wanted the freight elevator, not the regular elevator, 
correct?” Bunny said, surveying the boxes. “Now you see why.” 

I held onto Jet-setter, one of the building cats, to keep him, 
unsuccessfully, from scratching the boxes as Bunny looked at him sternly. 
The problem was Bunny Ace was all business, and Jet-setter was all 
boxes. Then, to my relief, Jet-setter leapt to the floor. Bunny ignored the 
fur ball, and continued, “Do you mind fixing the reservation?” 

“Of course not,” I said as the elevator stopped on the 12th floor and I 
quickly pressed the red button as the movers cleared the boxes and Jet-
setter scampered out.  

Bunny continued. “And if it’s not too much trouble, I’d like to ask you 
to turn up the air conditioning in the building.” She paused. “I’d hate to 
see Kip break a sweat.” 

Kip Ace was a professional golfer and Bunny’s husband whose 
handsome looks and net worth made me tremble. If Bunny didn’t want 
Kip to break a sweat, then I’d do my best to make sure that didn’t happen. 
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This was the Parkstone, after all, and the residents’ quality of life was of 
the utmost importance. “Once I’m back at the concierge desk, I’ll fix 
everything right away.” 

With a bejeweled finger, Bunny motioned for me to press the lobby 
button. “Let’s go there now, shall we?”  

Kip Ace stood in front of the concierge desk wearing a smile as long as 
the Parkstone’s lush courtyard. I was still in awe that my childhood golf 
idol was standing right in front of me. I couldn’t help asking for his 
autograph, and he did one better, signing a Parkstone brochure with the 
phrase: Stay out of life’s bunkers. I then placed the brochure between the 
computer and my name placard on the concierge desk. It was better than 
any amenity at the Parkstone.  

“Are you from the area?” Bunny asked, having mentioned earlier that 
she and Kip were Bethesda natives.   

I wondered what lurked behind her question. “I’m from Cherry Creek, 
Colorado,” I said.  

Bunny looked at me quizzically. “What brought you halfway across the 
country?” 

“My boyfriend,” I said, not wanting to say much more. She looked at 
me blankly. I continued, “He’s a Maryland homicide detective.” 

“A homicide detective?” she said loudly, placing a hand over her chest. 
People were always shocked to find out Eric’s profession. I continued, “I 
moved for him once he got the job, and I’m really happy I did.”  

She slightly rolled her eyes. “Well everyone’s happy once they’ve 
moved to Bethesda - even I will be, right Kip?” 

“Right, dear,” Kip said as he milled around the lobby looking at the 
Chihuly sculpture with feigned interest. Deep down I knew the answer I 
gave Bunny was only half the truth. The other half was buried deep like a 
squirrel’s acorns in the courtyard during wintertime.  

She eyed me. “That seems like a long way to uproot oneself for a 
boyfriend,” she said. “Without a ring on your finger?” She paused, turning 
around to look at Kip. “Although nowadays, who knows.” 

I smiled politely. The ring issue was another sore spot. For 15 long 
years, I’d been hoping Eric would propose. And as much as it was my job 
to be there for residents, I was hoping this conversation would end soon. 
Sometimes the day-to-day interactions at the Parkstone could be trying.    

As Kip walked up to the concierge desk, I welcomed the distraction.  
“Do you have cuff links?” he said raising an eyebrow.  
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I smiled. “I don’t, but the building might.” A rummage through the 
desk drawers produced two options: “Teal colored tie knots or gold swivel 
bars?” 

“The tie knots, my darling,” he said. “My own are packed away in the 
depths of those boxes. And Bunny and I have a black-tie gala to attend.” 

I was enamored. Kip Ace was the only person who had ever called me 
darling, and the only person I knew who wore cuff links and attended 
black-tie events. As far as I was concerned, Bunny was a lucky woman, 
but she seemed more on edge than Kip about the move and downsizing. 
The only reason they moved to the Parkstone in the first place was 
because their mansion was struck by lightning. What could be worse luck 
that that? And Bunny’s best friend Ginnie Langford had lived at the 
Parkstone for years, so the Aces said it seemed like as good a place as any.  

In droves, the movers brought boxes up to the Ace’s new 12th floor 
apartment. Boxes marked Kip’s Sweaters, Bunny’s Trinkets and Last 
Season’s Gucci. Everything was well until Bunny almost had a coughing 
fit when one of the movers dropped a box marked Swarovski on the lobby 
floor.  

The bad luck continued.  
At least I could make some things right for them. I changed the elevator 

reservation to the freight elevator for Bunny and made the temperature 
cooler for Kip. Then Bunny said, “Can you get Lillian, the leasing agent, 
to answer last-minute questions?” I was quickly logging off the computer 
when Bunny said, “Well can you?”   

Her bitter tone struck a chord, momentarily breaking my tough 
customer service shell, an exterior I’d built up from two years working at 
the Parkstone. To make matters worse she said it in front of Kip, which 
made me turn a shade of crabapple red.  

From then on it became a game of Cassandra and Bunny.    
   
A little more than a year later and Bunny was still barking orders, but I 

was a lot slower to resolve her complaints. One morning, after Bunny’s 
second phone call to the concierge desk, I decided to wait to pick it up 
until the last ring. “Parkstone concierge desk, Cassie Hall speaking,” I said 
as officially as I could. “How may I help you?”   

“Bunny, here,” she said as quickly as if she’d just thrown a dart. “The 
peach peplum or the red peplum shirt with the black skirt.” There was a 
pause. “For brunch. Kip and I have been so busy as of late that this is one 
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of our first jaunts together in a while and I want it to be perfect. So, 
Cassie, what pair do you think would go together better?” 

“Without seeing it, I think the peach peplum shirt would go better with 
the black skirt.” 

“That’s what I thought, too, Cassie, just wanted a second opinion.” 
“Happy to help,” I said secretly liking that I was one of the Parkstone’s 

go-to fashionistas. “Is there anything else I can help with today?” 
“No, Cassie, that’s all,” she said. “Now hopefully it’ll fit.” 
She laughed nervously.  I was happy for Kip and Bunny, and I was sure 

Bunny would look dashing in the outfit I helped choose.  
I hung up the phone, which had been ringing off the hook, as I fielded 

resident calls about the water being shut off. I hadn’t had time to do the 
morning rounds. I was also a little late that morning, which I knew my 
boss Royce Baxter would not be happy about. Half an hour later, after 
answering more phone calls, I began to gather my coat to make the 
rounds.  

The Parkstone building was shaped like a donut, so the private 
crabapple tree courtyard in the center was secure and remained exclusive 
to residents. The main courtyard happenings were residents sun-tanning, 
watching the moon, or having a picnic. In fact, the luxury of the courtyard 
was what enticed the Aces to sign on the dotted line in the first place. 
Besides the fact that Bunny’s best friend Ginnie lived at the Parkstone. 
Bunny liked sunbathing near the crabapple trees, and Kip cherished 
practicing his swing.   

Then, from behind my perch at the concierge desk I heard a loud 
scream coming from the courtyard. A dark shadow flittered among the 
crabapple trees. I grabbed the vintage key from my Lily Pulitzer dress 
pocket and headed outside. It was cool and crisp and there was a chilling 
breeze. I opened the large wrought iron gate, which closed with a loud 
thud behind me.  

The lawn smelled of freshly cut grass, strewn about the cascading hills, 
which looked grandiose. The topiary was perfectly clipped into shapes of 
an elephant and tiered trees, which loomed above.  

I began walking along the row of crabapple trees and noted that nothing 
was out of place. The stone benches were in place; the large sunflowers 
were casting shadows on the grass and it was quieter than the lobby on a 
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Sunday morning. Where had that scream come from? I continued under 
the dark shade of the trees, when just above the hill, I spotted unidentified 
shapes sticking out of the grass.  

Was something lurking in the shadows?  

I headed along the crabapple trees that hugged the brick path-- Jet-
setter and Cashmere, the Parkstone cats, in tow.  

The shapes were shifting with the moving shadows. I began to pick up 
speed as my heart beat faster than a resident’s furious dings of the 
concierge bell. Something in the courtyard was askew. I picked up 
Cashmere and held her tight.   

I squinted to get a better look up the hill. There was a shape I could 
make out. It was shoes. And not just any shoes. They were fancy dress 
shoes! I continued up the hill cautiously. Jet-setter darted in front pawing 
at fallen crabapples that were scattered and smooshed on the grass. 

From the top of the hill in the sunlight, I could see what was in the 
shadows: the slumped body of a large man. He was wearing almond 
colored plaid golf shorts and a fancy tweed blazer with a “Fore the Cure” 
t-shirt I had designed for tomorrow’s off-site afternoon charity golf 
tournament. He was also wearing a FitBit on his right wrist that caught the 
glare of the sun. 
Bunny was going to be furious. It was Kip Ace.    

“Mr. Ace?” I whispered. Had someone been fighting with Kip? “Mr. 
Ace,” I said again.  

He didn’t move. I looked at Kip’s body. There were grass stains on his 
shirt. Had there been an altercation? His unmoving body was becoming 
more haunting by the minute.  

Jet-setter pawed at the grass near Kip’s body and I scooped him up 
before he could sneak any closer. 

“Kiiip?” I said, my voice quivering. I put Cashmere and Jet-setter down 
to check Kip’s neck for a pulse. Looking at Kip’s motionless body, my 
mind drifted to the other reason I decided to move to Bethesda: my high 
school friend, Hunter Appleby, who died in a hit-and-run crash our senior 
year - the mystery still unsolved.  
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Like it was yesterday, images fluttered through my mind of Hunter 
lying on the four-lane street after the collision as a car blur zipped away 
and others screeched to a halt. My tense stomach hurt and I began tearing 
up. Then I shut my eyes sharply. Focus, for Kip’s sake. I fumbled for 
Kip’s wrist and checked his pulse. There was none. This marked two dead 
bodies I’d hovered over hoping for a pulse. And both times I hadn’t gotten 
what I wanted. I picked up the cats again.   

“Kiiip?” I managed to say. No response. A dried crabapple-colored 
stain coated the back of his straw-colored hair. How could something like 
this happen to Kip? Stillness crept in as the sun continued to fill the 
courtyard.  

I checked his pulse again. His still body haunting me. I thought I’d give 
it another try and maybe the outcome would be different. But it wasn’t. I 
couldn’t believe what was right in front of me: Kip Ace was dead cold on 
that crisp October morning. 

  


